Do the write thing Challenge

Violence?

What is violence? Why does violence have to exist? What cause violence? Violence have affects each and every one of our lives. The feeling of not being able to see a loving grand father and uncle again. Matter of fact not being able to see them for once. Violence will never ever end.

Watching all violent movies. Watching every single fight one by one. Having a hurtful feeling for each death. Having a painful emotion for each and every one of those bodies that drops to the ground.
Violence, the word that has increased in each and every one of our lives. Violence the word that became popular in our language.

Violence have taken over. All the weapons. All the swearing. All the violent noise. Each and every one of these violent problems is decreasing our popularity. Some don't understand what it feels like or what type of feeling it is to lose someone you love with knowing them that much, without knowing you can still have a strong emotion of losing a close one.
The hurtful feeling of losing someone. The painful emotion of not being able to see their face for once. It is not a good feeling, or the best idea. Violence have killed close ones even closer then you thing. Violence, no meaning, no definition, just a 8 letter word that can cause so much pain including hurtful feeling.

Violence, Violence, Violence through out movies, music, internet including people. Movies, the killing, the swearing, the fighting. Music, the insulting, the swearing, the gangs. Internet, facebook the drama site.

people - the fighting, the swearing the bulling, the raps, the insulatation the weapons, the shows, the violence. Every single one adds up is equal to violence.
I have seen, felt, heard and been confronted by violence. The negative music that young adults listen to have inspired them to create some major violence. Violence has been taking out family members.

Violence have made me burst into tears twice because of two important people that I never ever met in my whole life.

For youth violence we can really stop listening to people not even that, just stop and think because when we realize lets stop and be positive when youth people stop doing the write things they go too towards the negative road.
So being able to stop youth violence is like saving a life, please don't go toward the violence path and continue to go towards the positive path. To be able to do the write thing, start attending clubs after school programs, going to the community centers, and go to the library to learn and read. And make positive friends to be able to be positive and do the right things.

This was my opinion about violence. In conclusion, violence should never continue on. Many innocent people had die because of violence. Youth people shouldn't die because of violence.
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